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We’re tickled pink to bring to our stage two young, accomplished artists who 
are primed and prepared to carry the singer/songwriter torch well into the 
future. The entertainment factor is up a couple of notches for this special 
evening – please join us!

Greg Klyma is the Rust Belt vagabond, a home-cooked meal and a Vaudeville show 
in a fast food, karaoke world. He crafts a set with the same skill that he crafts his 
songs. The stories blend seamlessly into songs, evoking a flavor of Mark Twain, 
Woody Guthrie and David Sedaris. A prolific songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and 
seasoned performer, Klyma brings to every stage a deep catalog of material that 
assumes audiences are both smart and able to laugh.
His birthdate puts him squarely in the middle of Generation X, but Greg Klyma is an 
old-school troubadour. His enduring themes, articulate and amusing stories, and 
populist ideals make him one of those rare young artists who is carrying the torch of 
Woody and Ramblin' Jack. He rolls in off the road, pulls out a guitar, and proceeds to 
take us back to the basics: family, love, gratitude, laughter. It's the timeless art of the 
true troubadour, keeping alive the American folk tradition.
After spending 12 years on the road full time, Greg has been based in Somerville, 
MA since August 2010. He was born in Buffalo, NY and raised in the nearby suburb 
of Cheektowaga. The son of a garbage man, Klyma grew up in a blue collar town 
with an appreciation of blue collar fun. It is his blue collar work ethic that has led to 
the release of 7 CDs, 1 DVD and a full concert schedule, including performances in 
some of the country's best music rooms such as Caffe Lena (Saratoga Springs, NY), 
The Ark (Ann Arbor, MI), Club Passim (Cambridge, MA), The Saxon Pub (Austin, 
TX) and Sportsmen's Tavern (Buffalo, NY).

At the ripe age of twenty-two, Anthony da Costa is preparing to graduate from 
Columbia University, at which time, we hope he’ll continue his folk music inspirations 
and have some time to write more songs and take them out into the world. In 2009, 
Anthony was named an MSNBC.com “Top 5 Up-&-Coming Young Singer” and a 
“WFUV-FM New Artist To Watch”. In 2008, he released two critically acclaimed 
albums and was a Folk Alliance “Emerging Artist of the Year” nominee. In 2007, at 
16, he became the youngest winner ever at the Falcon Ridge and Kerrville Folk 
Festivals.

Anthony has played major festivals, including Kerrville Folk Festival, Falcon Ridge, 
Philadelphia and Tonder (Denmark); showcased at SXSW and Tin Pan South, and 
opened for such music icons as Loretta Lynn, Judy Collins, Suzanne Vega, and Dan 
Bern. With one foot in folk, and the other foot loose and wandering into various other 
genres, Anthony released his eighth record in 2009, Not Afraid of Nothing, which 
“has the lyrical quality of a John Prine album” (Twangville). He recently completed 
his latest album, a rock/americana effort called Secret Handshake. It was recorded 
in Brooklyn and features a slew of wonderful NYC musicians.

www.klyma.com
www.anthonydacostamusic.tumblr.com
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